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ABSTRACT
Title: Pre-reading activities in EFL/ESL reading textbooks and
Turkish preparatory school teachers* attitudes toward pre-reading 
activities
Author: Nurgaisha Jecksembieyva
Thesis Chairperson: Dr. Ruth A. Yontz, Bilkent University, MATEFL Program
Thesis Committee Members: Dr. Dan J. Tannacito, Ms. Patricia
Brenner, Bilkent University, MA TEFL Program
The main focus of this study was to investigate pre-reading activi­
ties in EFL/ESL reading textbooks and to determine teachers' attitudes 
toward pre-reading activities. Fifteen reading textbooks for EFL/ESL 
students for different proficiency levels (beginning, intermediate, and 
advanced) were analyzed for types of pre-reading activities.
To determine EFL teachers* attitudes toward pre-reading activities, a 
questionnaire was developed and administered to 79 EFL teachers, in the 
BUSEL (Bilkent University School of the English Language) at Bilkent 
University (Ankara, Turkey) in May, 1993. BUSEL prepares students for 
academic study within the various departments of Bilkent University.
An analysis of data collected from the EFL/ESL reading textbooks 
revealed the following types of pre-reading activities: use of pictures,
graphs, and other illustrations; asking questions; asking students to make 
predictions; introduction and discussion of vocabulary; class discussions 
or debates related to the text; providing background information necessary 
for understanding the text; and discussion of real-life experiences. The 
following pre-reading activities are frequently presented in textbooks for 
a particular level of students: asking questions; use of pictures, graphs,
and other illustrations; and preteaching vocabulary in the elementary 
level; use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations; and making 
predictions in the intermediate level and making predictions; use of 
pictures, graphs, and other illustrations; preteaching vocabulary; and 
class discussions in the advanced level.
The questionnaire indicated that all participants use pre-reading 
activities (100%); almost all the teachers use textbooks including pre- 
reading activities (92.27%); all participants recognized the importance of 
pre-reading activities and expressed a positive attitude toward pre-reading 
activities. Almost all the activities listed in the questionnaire are used 
by the teachers. Discussion of real-life experience (73.41%), making
by the teachers. Discussion of real-life experience (73.41%), making 
predictions (67.08%), pre-teaching vocabulary (64.55%) and asking questions 
(64.55%) were rated highly as being those pre-reading activities used most 
successfully by teachers. Some pre-reading activities received a less 
positive rating (use of field trips, videos or movies, prior reading and 
demonstration or role plays). According to the teachers' opinion, their 
students most like discussion of real-life experiences (64.55%), and making 
predictions (56.96%). Those factors that prevent teachers from using 
certain pre-reading activities are: difficulty in organizing pre-reading
activities and fitting them into the schedule, lack of equipment, doubts 
about the usefulness or appropriateness of these activities as pre-reading 
activities, and lack of awareness of these activities as pre-reading 
activities.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Background and Goal of the Study
Traditionally, many EFL/ESL textbooks relied on simplified texts and 
attempted to improve comprehension of the text by focusing on vocabulary 
which may be unfamiliar to the reader. However, new textbooks include more 
and more authentic texts, and students must be prepared for culturally and 
conceptually new elements of the text. As Danger (1892) states, teachers 
sometimes feel that students lack relevant prior knowledge and the ideas in 
textbook are far from their students’ experiences; the language and the 
ideas in the text and the prior knowledge and the language of the students 
create major instructional problems for the teacher and major learning 
problems for the students. Danger believes that students can have more 
prior knowledge than the teacher expects. He states that: " How one
encourages students to use links between their knowledge of the topic and 
the text’s topical content makes the difference in comprehension” (p. 149).
Theorists in EFD reading suggest that providing students v;ith certain 
kinds of preparation before can help improve their understanding a text.
A person’s background knowledge affects comprehension; therefore, activi­
ties before reading which activate or build background knowledge can 
improve comprehension. The better we prepare our students, the better the 
results will be.
Pre-reading activities are intended to activate appropriate back­
ground knowledge structures or provide knowledge that the reader lacks. If 
EFD readers are faced with highly unfamiliar content, particularly materi­
als with many concepts that are culturally alien, comprehension will be 
difficult, if not impossible, because the reader lacks appropriate knowl­
edge (Hudson, 1982, P. Johnson, 1981, 1982, Steffensen, Joag-dev, Anderson 
1979) .
Many studies ( Rumelhart, 1981; Anderson and Pearson, 1984; Carrell, 
1984a; 1984b) of pre-reading activities have demonstrated the positive 
effects of activating readers’ prior knowledge relevant to understanding a 
new text. Several studies have attempted to look at how we can prepare 
students to better comprehend texts. Research by Hadson (1982) and Johnson 
(1982) demonstrates that the traditional practice of simply pre-teaching
vocabulary is insufficient to improve overall comprehension. These studies 
also demonstrate that more than lack of understanding vocabulary is 
involved in reading comprehension. Comprehension requires that activating 
previous background knowledge and building new background knowledge through 
the use of pre-reading activities are more effective techniques for 
improving comprehension. It apparently does not help to have students 
"take care of" possible unfamiliar words before reading. In fact, accord­
ing to Johnson, vocabulary study seemed to result in a word-by-word reading 
approach, which is detrimental to comprehension.
P. Carrell (1984) advises using various kinds of pre-reading 
activities: viewing movies, slides, pictures, field trips, demonstrations,
real-life experiences, class discussions or debates, plays, skits, and 
other role play activities; teacher-, text-, or student-generated predic­
tions about the text; text previewing; introduction and discussion of 
special vocabulary to be encounted in the text; key-word/key-concept 
association activities; and even prior reading of related texts. She 
emphasizes that these pre-reading activities should work best when used in 
varying combinations.The two primary goals of pre-reading activities should 
be (a) to bring to consciousness the tools and strategies that good readers 
use when reading, and (b) to provide the necessary context for the that 
specific task (Beatie, Martin, & Oberst, 1984).
Traditionally, many EFL/ESL textbooks have lacked a variety of 
pre-reading activities. Priviously, authors of textbooks presented only 
vocabulary pre-reading activities. The main goals of this study are to 
learn which pre-reading activities are presented in current EFL/ESL reading 
textbooks and to investigate teachers’ attitudes toward these activities.
Statement of the Question
In recent studies we find that reading comprehension has come to be 
of primary importance in foreign language teaching in many countries. 
However, it seems that there are still questions to be answered in this 
aspect.
As it is generally, textbooks are the materials which teachers depend 
on heavily. As they have an indefensible role in teaching, their proper 
examination is of prime importance. Teachers' attitudes towards pre­
reading activities also play an important role in the degree of students* 
interest in reading. Almost all foreign language teaching methods are 
bound to the teachers as well as other factors in order to be s\iccessful. 
Thus the researcher tries to learn teachers* attitudes.
The study aims to investigate pre-reading activities in fifteen 
reading textbooks and to learn teachers* attitudes toward activities.
The purpose of this study is to find out an answer to the problem stated 
above by asking the following questions:
1. What kinds of pre-reading activities are presented in EFL/ESL reading 
textbooks?
2. Which pre-reading activities are presented in textbooks for elementary, 
intermediate and advanced levels?
3. Which pre-reading activities are presented more frequently in textbooks 
for a particular level?
4. How often do EFL teachers use pre-reading activities?
5. Do the textbooks that they use include pre-reading activities?
6. How important are pre-reading activities?
7. What is their attitudes toward pre-reading activities?
8. Which pre-reading activities have they used?
9. Which pre-reading activities have they not tried?
10. Which pre-reading activities have they used most successfully?
11. Which pre-reading activities have they used least successfully?
12. Which pre-reading activities do students like?
The findings of this research have implications for interest to many 
teachers. Almost all teachers need to use a lot of supplemental materials 
according to the needs and interests of students. The results of the study 
will be also interesting to material designers and textbook authors and 
teachers trainers. They can design or suggest or suggest pre-reading 
activities, taking into consideration teachers* attitudes toward pre- 
reading activities.
Definition of Terms
Schema, or prior knowledge is the knowledge a reader brings to a text 
that is related to the content domain of the text (Carrell, 1987). 
Pre-reading activities are those activities carried out before the reading
task to activate or build prior knowledge.
Statement of Limitations
This study is limited to an examination of fifteen EFL/ESL reading 
textbooks —  five textbooks from each level (beginning, intermediate and 
advanced) taken from the Bilkent library, published from 1982 through 
1992. The survey of teachers is limited to 79 EFL teachers working in 
BUSEL (Bilkent University School of English Language).
Statement of Expectations
It is assumed that this study will be a guide for further investiga­
tion into a problem which is important to learners of a foreign language. 
The researcher expects that this study will be useful for authors of the 
textbook and designers in order to learn about present conditions of text­
books and to attempt to equip the textbooks and materials with pre-reading 
activities. This study will define and explain various types of pre- 
reading activities. The researcher believes some pre-reading activities 
described in this study will be a great help to textbook authors and 
teachers.
Overview of Methodology
The researcher has chosen to approach this problem by means of 
analysis of the textbooks and survey of EFL teachers’ attitudes toward pre- 
reading activities. Techniques of observation and a questionnaire were 
used as the tools to collect data.
Instructional materials
Fifteen EFL/ESL reading textbooks were analyzed for the types of pre- 
reading activities presented in these textbooks. They were analyzed in 
order to explore which pre-reading activities are provided in these 
textbooks, and which pre-reading activities are presented in these textb­
ooks for a particular level. They were selected according to the criteria 
given in the third chapter. Data collected from instructional materials 
were selected to answer the research questions stated in the previous 
section.
Subjects
The participants of the study were 79 EFL teachers working in BUSEL. 
The majority of the participants were female (73.41%) teachers. They have
About seventy one (70.88%) per cent of the participants were native 
speakers of Turkish.
Data collection
The measurement instruments that the researcher used to gather data 
were a questionnaire and collecting data from instructional mateTials. The 
questionnaire was piloted with TEFL teachers. Items in the questionnaire 
were closed in format; only one item was open-ended. The rationale for the 
selection of this approach will hopefully become clear from the literature 
review and discussion of the method.
Organization of Thesis
The second chapter gives the review of literature relevant to the 
study to enlarge the opinion relating the subject of the research. The 
third chapter attempts to define and explain the research method, informa­
tion about instructional materials, and preparation of the questionnaire. 
The chapter also includes general information related to the pariicipants 
of the study, and the University at which the study has been done. The 
fourth chapter describes the analyses of the results of the data obtained 
from the instructional materials and the teacher questionnaire. The fifth 
chapter discusses the main results and their implications. This concluding 
chapter is followed by appendices where the questionnaire and sample pre- 
reading activities from analyzed reading textbooks are given.
students of different (elementary, intermediate, and advanced) levels.
CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction
This study investigates pre-reading activities. But in order to 
understand the place and function of pre-reading activities, we must 
examine current perspectives and understanding of the reading process, 
especially for second language learners.
In the title of a 1984 article Alderson raised the question "Reading 
in a foreign language: A reading problem or a language problem?" This
theme has been an issue in second language reading research since the late 
1970s. Alderson's chapter explores various facets of the question and 
shows why there is no simple answer.
Through the early to mid 1970s, a number of researchers and teacher 
trainers argued for the greater importance of reading in language learning 
(Eskey, 1973; Saville-Troike, 1973). By the mid-to late 1970s many
researchers began to argue for a theory of reading based on work by Goodman 
(1967, 1985) and Smith (1971, 1979, 1982). Goodman (1967) has described 
reading as a "psycholinguistic guessing game," in which the reader recon-, 
structs . . .  a message which has been encoded by a writer as a graphic 
display, p.6" Coady (1979) has elaborated on this basic psycholinguistic 
model and has suggested a model consisting of three factors: higher-level
conceptual abilities, background knowledge, and processing strategies. The 
result of the interaction of these three factors is comprehension.
Figure 1
Model of the ESL Reader, Coady (1979).
Conceptual abilitie
Conceptual abilities are important in reading acquisition. We can 
notice this especially in adult foreign students who may fail to achieve 
the competence necessary for university instruction because they lack 
intellectual capacity and not totally or necessarily because they cannot
learn a foreign language. Yorio claims that difficulty in learning to read 
in a foreign language can basically be traced to lack of knowledge of the 
target language and to the fact that, "at all levels, and at all times, 
there is interference from the native language" (1971, p. 108).
Background knowledge is also an important variable in reading. Coady 
(1979) claims that students with a western background of some kind learn 
English faster, on the average, than those without such background knowl­
edge. Goodman (1971) states that learning to read a second language should 
be easier for someone already literate in another language regardless of 
how similar or dissimilar it is.In short, success in reading a second 
language is directly related to the degree of proficiency in that lan­
guage .
While the 1970s was a time of transition from one dominant view of 
reading to another, the 1980s was a decade in which much ESL reading theory 
and practice extended Goodman and Smith's perspectives on reading. At the 
same time, second language research began to look more closely at other 
first language reading research for the insights that it could offer. This 
is true in part because first language research has a longer history. For 
this reason, first language reading research has made impressive progress 
in learning about the reading process. A primary goal for EFL reading 
theory and instruction is to understand what fluent LI readers do, then 
decide how best to move ESL students in that developmental direction. 
Descriptions of basic knowledge and processes required for fluent reading 
make a more appropriate starting point. A description of reading has to 
account for the notions that fluent reading is rapid, purposeful, interac­
tive, comprehending, flexible, and gradually developing (Anderson, Hiebert, 
Scott, and Wilkinson, 1985; Grabe, 1988; Hall, White, and Guthrie, 1986; 
Smith, 1982). Because reading is such a complex process, many researchers 
attempt to understand and explain the fluent reading process by analyzing 
the process into a set of component skills (Carpenter and Just, 1986; Carr 
and Levy, 1990; Hayness and Carr, 1990; Rayner and Pollatsek, 1989). Grabe 
(1991) suggests six general component skills and knowledge areas:
1. Automatic recognition skills
2. Vocabulary and structural knowledge
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3. Formal discourse structure knowledge
4. Content/world background knowledge
5. Syntheses and evaluation skilIs/strategies
6. Metacognitive knowledge and skills monitoring.
He states: "A reading components perspective is an appropriate
research direction to the extent that such an approach leads to important 
insights into the reading process. In this respect, it is evident that a 
component skills approach is indeed a useful approach” (p. 382).
Reading in a second language is influenced by factors which are normally 
not considered in LI reading research. These factors may be divided into 
first, social content differences second, SLA and training background 
differences third, language processing differences.
The social content of students' uses of reading in their first 
languages, and their access to texts, may have a profound effect on their 
abilities to develop academic reading skills in English as a second 
language.
Scholars have come to opinion that the text in and of itself is 
meaningless. In other words it is the reader who assigns meaning. A text 
can have as many of shades of meaning as there are readers, each interprets 
the information according to his or her perceptions and experiences, prior 
knowledge, and past reading.
Schema Theory
Schema theory is a term that has been used freely in the research 
literature on reading at least since Rumelhart (1981). More recently, 
Anderson and Pearson (1984) have presented a review of reading research 
relevant to schemata theory. The role of background knowledge in language 
comprehension has been formalized as schema theory. Carrell (1984a) 
reported that according to schema theory, comprehending a text is an 
interactive process between the reader's background knowledge and the text. 
Recent research in schema theory has demonstrated the truth of Immanuel 
Kant's observation. In 1781, Kant claimed that new information, new 
concepts, new ideas can have meaning for an individual only when they can 
be related to something the individual already knows.
Models of Reading
According to Carrell & Eisterhold (1983), schema theory research has 
shown the importance of background knowledge within a psycholinguistic 
model of reading. Given the role of background knowledge in language 
comprehension students cannot be expected to get to the meaning of any 
written text itself. According to schema theory the text only guides the 
reader to construct meaning from their background knowledge previously 
acquired. Thus, the reader needs the ability to relate the information 
provided by the text to his own knowledge for efficient comprehension. The 
two basic modes of information processing, bottom-up and top-down, should 
be occurring at all levels simultaneously (Rumelhart, 1981, in Carrell, 
Devine, and Eskey, 1988). Bottom-up processing ensures that the reader 
will be sensitive to novel information; top-down processing helps the 
reader resolve ambiguities, i. e., to select between alternative possible 
interpretations of the incoming data {Carrell, 1984b).
During the 1980s an alternative model of reading was proposed that 
puts together the two views, bottom-up and top-down. The result is an 
interactive (Perfetti, 1985; Rumelhart, 1977; Stanovich, 1980) model of the 
process of reading. Interactive theory acknowledges the role of previous 
knowledge and prediction but, at the same time, reaffirms the importance of 
rapid and accurate processing of the actual words of the text. Research 
in schema theory has shown that reading comprehension is an interactive 
process between the reader and the text (Rumelhart, 1977; Carrell, 1983a; 
1983b; 1983c; 1984b; Carrell and Wallace 1983; Carrell and Eisterhold,
1983; Meyer, 1975; Mayer and Freedle, 1984).
Among other things, the interactive theory highlights that reading 
comprehension is an interaction between a reader's background knowledge of 
and processing strategies for text structure, on the one hand, and the 
rhetorical organization of the text, on the other.
Content and Formal Schemata
Carrell (1987) distinguishes two types of schema, or background 
knowledge content schema, which is knowledge relative to the content domain 
of the text, and another formal schemata, knowledge relative to the formal, 
rhetorical organizational structure of different types of texts.
The seminal study of Steffensen^ Joag~dev, and Anderson (1979) is a good 
example of cross-cultural research on content schemata. In short, the 
study showed the clear and profound influence of cultural content schemata 
on reading comprehension. Both the Indian and American groups read 
material dealing with their own cultural background faster and recalled 
more of the content. Johnson (1981) also investigated content schemata.
His results were much like those of Steffensen et al. (1979), clearly 
showing strong effects of cultural content schemata. Carrell (1984b) 
investigated the effect of a simple narrative formal schema on reading ESL 
and found differences among ESL readers in the quantity and temporal 
sequence of their recall between standard and interleaved versions of 
simple stories.
Clearly, prior research on content schemata suggests that texts on 
content from the subjects' cultural heritage, that is, texts with familiar 
content, should be easier to read and comprehend than texts on content from 
a distant, unfamiliar cultural heritage. Similarly, research on formal 
schemata clearly suggests the texts with unfamiliar rhetorical organization 
should be easier to read and comprehend than texts with an unfamiliar 
rhetorical organization (Carrell, 1987),
Since both formal schemata and content schemata have each been shown 
to affect second language reading comprehension independently, the question 
arises as to what happens when both are factors simultaneous relative 
contributions to reading comprehension of both culture-specific content- 
schemata and formal schemata (Carrell, 1987), found in general, content 
rather than form to be a more crucial factor. Form, however, was a 
significant factor related to certain aspects of comprehension.
Pre-reading Activities
Bransford and Johnson (1972) showed that something as simple as a 
title creates a significant difference in students' comprehension. In 
other words, sometimes a title or key word is enough to get students 
thinking before they read.
According to schema research, the more you know, the more you can 
learn. Does this variety really provide needed background information? 
Schema theory indicates the answer is No. This was not the reasoning for
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the variety in the first place. In most cases the variety is built into 
interest the readers, to "turn them on" to reading. With such variety, it 
is hoped, each student will find something interesting at least once during 
the year.
In a related study, Johnson (1981) demonstrated that the cultural 
origin of a story had more of an impact than the semantic and syntactic 
complexity of the text itself. Her group of Iranian students, for example, 
had the same comprehension scores for an adapted version of an American 
folktale as they did for the original. Since the key to learning is to 
play upon what the learner already knows, it would seem logical that L2 
readings be about a somewhat familiar or narrower area.
Students should get the idea that good readers always relate what 
they already know (their schemata) to the reading task at hand. Findings 
gained from previous research help us to conclude that comprehension is 
more important than knowledge of vocabulary and syntax. The teacher's 
responsibility is to identify students prior knowledge, and help them to 
activate this knowledge to understand the content of the text. the 
activities that teachers provide to prepare to the students to read text 
material should contribute their reading comprehension.
The goal of pre-reading activities is to activate or build students' 
knowledge of the subject to provide any language preparation and motivate 
learners to read the text. Pre-reading activities, as the name implies, 
are the type of activity conducted prior to dealing with the main text.
These activities not only facilitate comprehension but also make reading 
more enjoyable, meaningful and easier. Much research demonstrates the 
importance of pre-reading activities for ESL readers.
Different pre-reading activities may be more or less effective at 
different proficiency levels. Hudson (1982) compared one type of explicit 
pre-reading activity to another type of pre-reading activity. He found 
that the former type of pre-reading activity had a significantly greater 
effect on reading comprehension compared to the latter. Examination of the 
data showed that the effect was significant only for beginning and interme­
diate levels. For ESL readers at the advanced levels neither one of two 
pre-reading activities was better than the other.
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Parpalia (1987) agrees with other researchers^ arguing that pre- 
reading activities should be selected according to the experience and 
interests of students. The goal of EFL reading teachers to minimize 
reading difficulties and to maximize comprehension by providing culturally 
relevant information. Goodman states: Even highly effective readers are
severely limited in comprehension of texts by what they already know before 
they read. The author may influence the comprehensibility of a text 
particularly for specific targeted audiences. But no author can completely 
compensate in writing for the range of differences among all potential 
readers of a given text (1979).
Carrell (1984a) asks the related pedagogical question: ’Can we
improve students’ reading by helping them build background knowledge on the 
topic prior to reading^ through appropriate pre-reading activities?” 
According to the results of much research we can find an affirmative answer 
to this question. Stevens (1982) shows that the reading comprehension of a 
text with prior lecture was very effective.
Carrell (1984a) suggests various kinds of pre-reading activities: 
viewing movies^ slides, pictures; field trips; demonstrations, real-life 
experiences, class discussions or debates; plays, skits, and other role- 
play activities; teacher-, text- or student- generated predictions about 
the text; text previewing; introduction and discussion of special vocabu­
lary to be encounter in the text; key-word/key-concept association activi­
ties; and even prior reading of related texts. Carrell points out that 
these pre-reading activities should work best when used in varying combina­
tions .
Many studies (Ausubel, 1963; Dooling and Lachman, 1971; Royer and 
Cable, 1975; 1976; Bransford and M. D. Johnson, 1972; Tennyson and Boutwe- 
11, 1975; Dean and Kulhavy, 1981; Schwartz and Kulhavy, 1981; Dean and
Enomoh, 1983) have shown the effectiveness of presenting pictures to 
improve reading comprehension reading. Royer and Cable (1976) have 
reported a significant increase in the comprehension of prose when the text 
material was accompanied by an illustration. The illustrations used in 
their study provided a context for comprehension of abstract or difficult 
to understand material. Hudson (1982) found that presenting pictures was
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more effective for reading comprehension than presenting a vocabulary. 
Omaggio (1979) found that of the pictures she presented before reading^ 
only the ones related to the general theme of the passage improved compre­
hension .
Previewing^ presenting vocabulary and structures that the teacher 
predicts will cause difficulties, is also an important activity. Carrell 
and Eisterhold (1983) discuss the importance of text previewing activities 
for ESL readers because of the potential of cultural specificity of text 
content. These activities inform the readers about the content of the text 
they are going to read. All second language reading researchers agree that 
vocabulary development is a main component of reading comprehension.
Barnett (1986), Strother and Ulijn (1978) have demonstrated that 
vocabulary is an important predictor of reading ability. The reader needs 
to know not just a single word form, but the various different meanings 
which the one word form might represent (Goulden, Nation, and Read, 1990). 
Norris (1970) proposes that new or difficult vocabulary items and idioms 
can be presented. Moreover, additional sentences showing the meaning in 
context can be given from the reading selection.
Researchers such as Murdoch (1986), Graves, Parlmer and Furniss 1976) 
have also emphasized the importance of previewing activities. Some 
researchers have investigated the motivational pre-reading activities.
Hedge (1985) states that "when a student finds the content of a reading 
selection interesting, he will be motivated and as a result be more likely 
to work his way through a difficult text simply because he wants to know 
what it says." Gebhard (1987) claims that when students are interested in 
the material they are reading, their comprehension is greater.
Questioning before reading the text affects comprehension greatly.
This technique has been used as a tool to improve comprehension for a very 
long time. The method is supported by Singer (1978), Hansen (1981), Singer 
and Donlan (1982). The use of questions makes reading an active process 
and encourages both students and teachers. According to Lauger (1982), 
both teachers and students benefit from pre-reading activities. Teachers 
become aware of the levels of concept sophistication possessed by the 
individuals in the group. The language the students have availa})le to
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express their knowledge about the topic. The amount of concept instruction 
necessary before textbook reading can be assigned. Students are given the 
opportunity to elaborate relevant prior knowledge and become more aware of 
their own related knowledge and anticipate concepts to be presented in the 
text (p.154).
Taglieber, L., Johnson, L., & Yarbrough, B. (1988) investigated the 
effects of three pre-reading activities (pictorial context, vocabulary pre­
teaching and pre-questioning) that seemed most practical for EFL learners. 
EFL students overcome three major problems:
1. lack of vocabulary knowledge
2. difficulty in using language cues to meaning
3. lack of conceptual knowledge
They found that all three pre-reading activities produced signifi­
cantly higher scores in the experimental group than in the control group. 
Pre-reading activities must accomplish two goals: building new background
knowledge and activating existing background'knowledge. As Stevens (1982) 
states, ”A teacher of reading might thus be viewed as a teacher of relevant 
information as well as a teacher of reading skills.”
James (1984) stated that students may fail for several reasons:
1. They do not have the appropriate formal schemata to match.
2. They are not familiar with the content or topic.
3. They may have the wrong perception or different perception of the ideas 
being presented.
There are several approaches that do help. One of these is semantic 
webbing, explained by Freedman and Reynolds (1980). In this approach, 
teachers graphically connect the various concepts and key words surrounding 
a particular topic on the blackboard, helping students to clearly see the 
possible relationships between the ideas being discussed.
Teacher gives a structure to content knowledge that will enable 
students to associate what they already know.
Discussion is another pre-reading activity. One such method is 
called prep or pre-reading plan (Danger, 1981). First the teacher writes 
what comes to the minds of the students when certain words are mentioned. 
Then the instructor asks the students what made them say what they said.
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This second step allows for introspection, further refinement, or correc­
tion. Then the ideas are organized in a relational structure much like an 
outline. There is a particular advantage to student generated discussion 
and that is the opportunity the teacher has to assess the level of famil­
iarity of the class in general and each student individually, possesses.
Questioning is another type of pre-reading activity. Miriam Chaplin 
(1982) talks about student-generated questions. Chaplin proposes that 
students generate their own questions before they read, again in an effort 
to more closely match instruction with what happens in the real world. 
Self-questioning improves a reader's metacognitive awareness.
Of particular interest at this point is a study by Anderson, Pichert, 
and Shirley (1983) which highlights the influence a teacher has on the 
performance of students. The research indicated that students could be 
induced to remember different ideas from a reading depending on what 
information or point of view after the first test of recall, the subjects 
were able to recall other detail about the topic that had not previously 
been accessible.
Although reading theorists recommend the use of pre-reading activi­
ties, it is not known how frequently these activities appear in EFL/ESL 
textbooks and what teachers' attitudes are toward these activities.
Chapter 3 describes a methodology for investigating pre-reading 
activities in textbooks and EFL teachers' attitudes toward pre-reading 
activities.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The focus of the present study is on pre-reading activities in 
EFL/ESL reading textbooks and BUSEL (Bilkent University School of English 
Language) teachers* attitudes toward pre-reading activities. This chapter 
describes the methods employed in the two aspects of this study: 1) an 
analysis of pre-reading activities in EFL reading textbooks and 2) a 
questionnaire administered to EFL Turkish preparatory school teachers aimed 
at finding out their attitudes toward pre-reading activities.
Data Collection
The measurement instruments that the researcher used to gather data 
were collecting data from instructional materials and a questionnaire. 
Instructional Materials
Fifteen EFL/ESL reading textbooks from the BUSEL resource and from 
the library of Bilkent University were selected and analyzed for the types 
of pre-reading activities.
Data collected from instructional materials were selected to find 
answers to the following research questions:
1. What kinds of pre-reading activities are presented in these 
textbooks?
2. Which pre-reading activities are presented in textbooks for 
elementary, intermediate, and advanced levels?
3. Which pre-reading activities are presented more frequently in textbooks 
for a particular level?
Textbooks which met the following criteria were selected for the 
analysis of pre-reading activities:
* Reading textbooks designed for EFL/ESL students
* Reading textbooks containing pre-reading activities
* EFL/ESL reading textbooks published from 1982 to 1992
* Reading textbooks used at different levels (5 textbooks for beginners, 5 
for intermediate and 5 for advanced students).
The following EFL/ESL textbooks were chosen for the study.
Textbooks for beginning students 
Bartram, M., & Parry, A. (1989). Penguin elementary rea^nq_
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skills. Penguin Books Ltd, Registered offices: Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, England.
Duffy, P. (1986). Variations. Reading skills/Oral communication for 
beginning students of ESL. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
O ’Neill, R. (1985). Interaction. Longman House, Burnt Mill, Harlow. 
Pakenham, K. J. (1986). Expectations. Language and reading skills for 
students of ESL. Prentice-Hall Engle wood Cliffs, New Jersey.
Scott, R. (1990). Reading elementary. Oxford University Press.
Textbooks for intermediate students 
Folse, K, S. (1985). Intermediate reading practices. Building
reading and vocabulary skills. The University of Michigan Press. 
Markstein, L. , Sc Hirasawa, L. (1982). Expanding reading skills. Newbury 
House.
Salimbene, S. (1986). Interactive reading. Newbury House.
Thorn, M. (1987). The Penguin first certificate course. Penguin Books, 
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England.
Zukowski/Faust, J., Johnston, S, S., Atkinson, C., & Templin, E. (1982).
In context. Reading skills for intermediate students of English as a 
second language. Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Textbooks for advanced students
Barr, P., Clegg, J. / St Wallace, C. (1983). Advanced reading skills.
Burnt Mill, Harlow. Longman.
Latulippe, L, D. (1987). Developing academic reading skills. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Printice-Hall.
Nolan-Woods, E., Sc Foil, D. (1986). Penguin advanced
reading skills. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England. Penguin.
Pacheco, B. (1985). Academic reading and study skills. A theme-centered 
approach. Halt, Rinehart and Winston.
Saitz, R, L., Dezell, M. , Sc Stieglitz, F, B. (1984). Contemporary
perspectives. An advanced reader/Rhetoric in English. Boston Little,
Brown.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was developed to elicit relevant information from 
EFL teachers. A draft questionnaire was prepared and piloted wi1 h 23 EFL
teachers, 17 of them from different Turkish universities, and 6 of them 
from different countries. After the questionnaires were filled in, the 
questions were discussed and problematic questions were eliminated or 
rephrased. The final copy of the questionnaire was duplicated and adminis­
tered to volunteering EFL teachers at BUSEL. A copy of the final question­
naire appears in Appendix A.
Items in the questionnaire were closed in format, requiring the 
respondents to select one from among a limited number of responses. Only 
the second part of the sixth item was open-ended in format to elicit 
additional pre-reading activities which teachers may have used hut are not 
listed in the questionnaire.
Questionnaire items were written in clear nontechnical language. The 
questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part comprised nine 
items, designed to find answers to the following research questions:
- How often do the teachers use pre-reading activities?
- Do the textbooks that they use include pre-reading activities?
- How important do the teachers think pre-reading activities are?
- What is their attitudes toward pre-reading activities?
- Which pre-reading activities have they used?
- Which pre-reading activities have they not tried?
- Which pre-reading activities have they used most successfully?
- Which pre-reading activities have they used least successfully?
- Which pre-reading activities do the teachers think students like?
The second part of the questionnaire elicited general background
information about the subjects, including gender, age, nationality, years 
of teaching, and levels of classes they teach.
The results of the questionnaire were tabulated, and means were given 
on percentage.
Participants and Setting
This descriptive study was conducted at Bilkent University School of 
English Language (BUSEL) in Ankara, Turkey. BUSEL's aim is to prepare 
students for academic study within the various departments of Bilkent 
University, where all courses are conducted in English. The participants 
in this study were 79 EFL teachers working in BUSEL at different levels
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(elementary, intermediate, and advanced). A letter asking for permission 
to administer the questionnaire was addressed to the head of the BUSEL 
department. After receiving a permission, the researcher gave more than 
100 hundred questionnaires to the secretary of the director. The secretary 
distributed the questionnaire to teachers’ mail boxes, and those who were 
willing to participate completed the questionnaire. The participating 
teachers returned the completed questionnaire the next day. More than one 
hundred questionnaires were given to BtJSEL EFL teachers and a total of 79 
BUSEL teachers completed and returned the questionnaire. The information 
on the questionnaires informed the subjects that this was a study on pre- 
reading activities and that their participation was voluntary and confiden­
tial.
The overwhelming majority of the participants are female (73.41%). 
The majority of the teachers (64.55%) range from twenty to thirty years in 
age. A total of 56 (70.88%) are native Turkish speakers. Some character­
istics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Characteristics of the subjects
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Subjects n=79 %
Age
20 - 30 51 64.55
31 - 40 20 25.31
More than 40 8 10.12
Nationality
Turkish 56 70.88
American 1 1.26
British 13 16.45
Other 9 11.39
20
Years of teaching
1 - 3 27 34.17
3 - 6 22 27.84
More than 6 30 37.97
Levels of classes taught
Beginning 60 75.94
Intermediate 72 91.13
Advanced 44 55.69
The vast majority of teachers teach more than one level of classes; 
75.94% teach at the beginning level, 91.13% teach at the intermediate 
level, and 55.69% teach at the advanced level.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduct ion
This chapter presents the results of data collected from two research 
projects related to pre-reading activities. The first project is an 
examination of pre-reading activities in instructional materials^ and the 
second is a survey of teachers' attitudes toward and use of pre-reading 
activities.
Analysis of EFL/ESL Reading Textbooks 
Fifteen reading EFL/ESL textbooks were analyzed for pre-reading 
activities. The first step in this analysis was to identify pre-reading 
activities. Pre-reading activities were defined as activities which 
activate and build readers' background knowledge and guide the reading of 
the text. The following were examined in surveying the reading textbooks}
1. What kind of pre-reading activities are presented in EFL/ESL 
reading textbooks?
2. Which pre-reading activities are presented in reading textbooks 
for elementary, intermediate, and advanced levels?
3. Which pre-reading activities are presented more frequently in 
textbooks for a particular level?
Below are the findings of this analysis. Samples of pre-reading 
activities are in Appendix A. The following pre-reading activities were 
presented in these fifteen EFL/ESL reading textbooks:
Introduction and discussion of vocabulary. In vocabulary pre-reading 
activities students may be introduced to and work on relevant vocabulary 
before reading the appropriate passage or text. Some activities focus on 
individual words, and some activities focus on words and word combinations 
from the context.
Use of pictures, graphs^ and other illustrations. Illustrations are 
used to clarify the subject matter, arouse interest in the subject and 
focus attention on a text before it is read. They are also used to 
stimulate discussion and assist the reader in comprehension of the text.
Asking questions related to the text. This kind of pre-reading 
activity focuses attention on general comprehension goals and prepares 
students for the subject matter of the reading. The questions in the
activity have no right or wrong answers. They are asked in order to 
stimulate interest, to predict what might come next, and to elicit prior 
information.
Asking students to make predictions about the text based on the 
text’s title or illustrations. The purpose of this kind of activity is to 
encourage students to guess, or to improve students' capacity to make 
predictions about a text before reading it. Students are sometimes asked 
to use various clues to predict the probable nature of the subject matter 
and its development and treatment. For example, using only illustrative 
material (a photograph, map, graph, picture, and other illustrations) and 
the title of the reading, students might be asked to discuss what they 
think the subject is; what the picture tells them about the subject; and 
how they feel about the subject, taking care to elicit in detail their past 
experience and knowledge of the subject.
The emphasis is that the student bring a knowledge of the world 
with them to the EFL/ESL classroom. Anticipation activities invite the 
students to think of reading as an active than rather a passive endeavor. 
Anticipation means using your own experience so that you can guess about a 
topic.
Class discussions related to the topic. Discussions are used to help 
activate students* awareness of the subject and give them a focus for 
reading.
Discussion of real-life experiences related to the text. This kind 
of activity prepares and motivates students by an introductory discussion 
of students* personal experience related to the topic.
Providing background information necessary for understand!ng the text
These activities are presented to arouse students' interest in the 
content of the passage. This interest might be aroused by introductory 
discussion, or by giving students illustrations to arouse interest in and 
focus attention on the text before it is read. These activities as well as 
stimulate discussion and provide new vocabulary and new concepts, which are 
important for providing new information necessary for understanding the 
text.
This analysis illustrated types or sorts of activities which are
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presented in these fifteen reading textbooks. The frequency of the types 
of pre-reading activities which are presented in these textbooks for 
different levels is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Number of pre-reading activities in fifteen reading textbooks
Act ivities Elementary Intermediate Advanced
Use of pictures, graphs, and 
other illustrations
Asking questions 4 
Making predictions ' 1 
Preteaching vocabulary 3 
Class discussions 1 
Providing background information 0 
Discussion of real-life experiences 0
1
3
2
2
1
0
Analysis of data collected from the instructional materials revealed 
that use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations; asking questions; 
asking students to make predictions; introduction and discussion of 
vocabulary; class discussions or debates related to the text providing 
background information necessary for understanding the text and discussion 
of real-life experiences are presented in fifteen EFL/ESL reading textboo­
ks. As shown in Table 2, the following pre-reading activities are fre­
quently presented in textbooks for a particular level of students: asking
questions in the elementary level; use of pictures, graphs, and other 
illustrations; in the intermediate level and making predictions in the 
advanced level.
The following pre-reading activities are frequently presented in the 
five textbooks for elementary level: use of pictures, graphs, and other
illustrations; introduction and discussion of vocabulary; and asking 
questions. Class discussions or debates related to the text and asking 
students to make predictions about the text based on the text's title or 
illustrations are presented in only one of the five textbooks fr^ r elementa­
ry level.
The following activities are frequently presented in five textbooks 
for intermediate level: asking students to make predictions about the text
and use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations. Asking questions, 
providing background information, and anticipation activities are presented 
very rarely in the textbooks for intermediate level.
The following activities are frequently presented in five textbooks 
for advanced level: use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations;
asking students to make predictions about the text based on the text’s 
title or illustrations; introduction and discussion of vocabulary and class 
discussion. Asking questions related to the text; and providing background 
information necessary for understanding the text, and discussion of real- 
life experiences activities are presented rarely in the textbooks for 
advance level advanced level.
Analysis of the Questionnaire
In this section the data gathered from teachers about their attitudes 
toward and use of pre-reading activities will be presented The data were 
obtained from a questionnaire administered to 79 TEFL teachers. Nine 
questions of the questionnaire (see Appendix B) focus on pre-reading 
act ivities.
Question 1 asks the respondents, "How often do you use pre-reading 
activities?” Table 3 presents their responses.
Table 3
Question 1. How often do you use pre-reading activities?
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Frequency
(n=79)
Percentage
Always 53 67.08
Frequently 20 25.31
Somet imes 3 3.79
Rarely 3 3.79
Never 0 0
The responses to question 1 indicate that the teachers frequently use 
pre-reading activities. More than two-thirds of the participants (67.08%) 
indicated that they always use pre-reading activities, and one-fourth 
indicated that they frequently do.
Table 4
Question 2. Do the textbooks that you use include 
pre-reading activities?
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Frequency
(n=79)
Percentage
Yes
No
Sometimes
56
9
14
70.88
11.39
17.72
Table 4 displays teachers’ answers to the question, "Do the 
textbooks that they use include pre-reading activities?" As the results 
indicate, the majority of the teachers (70.88%) work with textbooks which 
provide pre-reading activities.
The third question asks respondents about the importance of pre- 
reading activities. As Table 5 shows, the majority (73.41%) indicated that 
pre-reading activities are very important. None of the participants 
indicated that pre-reading activities were unimportant.
Table 5
Question 3. In your opinion, how importance are 
pre-reading activities?
Responses Frequency
(n=79)
Percentage
Very important 58 73.41
Fairly important 14 17.72
Important 7 8.86
Not very important 0 0
Not important at all 0 0
A majority respondents of (72.15%) expressed a very positive attitude 
toward pre-reading activities, and more than one-fourth (26.58%) indicate a 
mostly positive attitude. None of the teachers indicated a negative 
attitude toward pre-reading activities.
Table 6
Question 4. What is your attitude toward pre-reading 
activities?
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Table 6 presents teachers' attitudes toward pre-reading activities.
Frequency
(n=79)
Percentage
Very positive 57 72.15
Mostly positive 21 26.58
Indifferent 1 1.26
Mostly negative 0 0
Very negative 0 0
Questions 5 to 9 ask teachers to indicate which of the eleven pre- 
reading activities listed are ones they have used. Table 7 shows the 
responses to this question, "Which pre-reading activities have you used?" 
in order of frequency of activities used. According to the results, asking 
questions; discussion of real-life experiences; making predictions; and 
presenting pictures, graphs, and other illustrations, are used more 
frequently than the others.
Table 8 shows those pre-reading activities which the respondents have 
ot used, in order of frequency. The use of field trips and videos or 
movies, 54.43% have not use demonstrations or role plays, and prior reading 
are those which have most frequently not been tried.
Table 7
Question 5> Which pre-reading activitieg have you used?
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Types of pre-reading activities (n=79) %
Asking questions 75 94.93
Discussion of real-life experiences 74 93.67
Making predictions 73 92.40
Preteaching vocabulary 69 87.34
Class discussions or debates 69 87.34
Presenting pictures, graphs, and other 
illustrations 65 82.27
Providing background cultural information 59 74.68
Prior reading 32 40.50
Demonstration of role-plays 24 30.37
Use of videos or movies 15 18.98
Use of field trips 4 5.06
Table 8
Question 6. Mark anv activitieg vou have not tried.
Types of pre-reading activities (n=79) %
Use of field trips 70 88.60
Use of videos or movies 61 77.21
Demonstrations or role plays 43 43.54
Prior reading 33 41.77
Providing cultural background information 12 15.18
Class discussions or debates 9 11.39
Use of pictures,graphs, and other 
illustrations 8 10.12
Preteaching vocabulary 4 5.06
Making predictions 4 5.06
Discussion of real-life experiences 3 3.79
Asking questions 1 1.26
Fifty-three of the teachers wrote a response to an open-ended item 
following question 6: "Explain why you have not tried these activities."
The item reveals interesting results, showing that the teachers' reasons 
for not trying certain pre-reading activities fall into four categories: 
difficulty in organizing pre-reading activities and fitting them into the 
schedule, lack of equipment, doubts about the usefulness or appropriateness 
of these activities as pre-reading activities, and lack of awareness of 
these activities as pre-reading activities. *
Table 9
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successfullv?
Types of pre-reading activities n=79 %
Discussion of real-life experiences 58 73.41
Making predictions 53 67.08
Preteaching vocabulary 51 64.55
Asking questions 51 64.55
Use of pictures, graphs, and other 
illustrations
41 51.89
Class discussions or debates 37 46.83
Providing cultural background knowledge 21 26.58
Demonstration or role plays 11 13.92
Prior reading 8 10.12
Use of videos or movies 7 8.86
Use of field trips 1 1.26
The following responses to this open-ended item are1 typical
* /'Too much organization required and detract from reading
* "Prior reading, field trips, demonstrations or role plays are 
not useful for pre-reading activities."
* "It is difficult discussion of real-life experiences, use of 
videos or movies, field trips, demonstrations or role-play 
activities relating to the given teaching time-table."
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* "Difficult to organize use of video, field trips.”
* "Prior reading, video and field trips are not appropriate for
pre-reading activities."
* "I did not need to use them because other activities were more
effective and easier to apply."
* "Conditions were not appropriate for using video and field trips.'
* "I have no idea about prior reading, field trips, providing
cultural background information activities."
Table 10
Question 8. Which pre-reading activities have you used least 
successfully? *
Types of pre-reading activities n=79 %
Providing cultural background information 20 25.31
Class discussions or debates 17 21.51
Making predictions 12 15.18
Demonstrations or role plays 11 13.92
Prior reading 10 12.55
Preteaching vocabulary 9 11.39
Discussion of real-life experiences 7 8.R6
Use of videos or movies 7 8.86
Use of field trips 6 7.59
Asking questions 6 7.59
Use of pictures, graphs, and other 
i1lustration
5 6.32
* "Use of field trips is not possible in BUSEL."
* "I did not have necessary materials for video. field trips."
* "Video, field trips are not appropriate to my teaching aim
* "Prior reading would be too much reading."
* "Limitation of time or an extra planning period for teachers."
* "Lack of machine and training in using videos, field trips." 
Table 9 shows the order of frequency of responses to question 7
According to the results, the most successfully used pre-reading 
activities are discussion of real-life experiences (73.41%), making 
predictions (67.08%), and preteaching vocabulary and asking questions 
(64.55%). Only one teacher used field trips successfully. Table 10 shows 
which pre-reading activities teachers indicate they have used they used 
least successfully. The results are arranged in order of frequency, from 
least successful to most successful.
More than one-fourth (25.31%) of the participants think that they 
have used providing cultural information least successfully; and approxi­
mately one-fifth (21.25%) indicate that they have used class discussions or 
debates least successfully.
The responses to the last question, which aims to find out which pre- 
reading activities teachers think their students like, are shown in the 
Table 11. The arrangement of the responses in order of frequency is as 
follows. More than two-thirds (64.55%) of the teachers think that their 
students like discussion of real-life experiences. More than half (56.96%) 
believe that their students like making predictions. Approximately half 
(49.36%) of the respondents state that their students like pre-teaching 
vocabulary activities. According to the results of the question, teachers 
believe that prior reading and use of field trips are not popular among the 
students.
Chapter 5 will summarize the findings and discuss the implications for 
textbook authors, teachers, and material designers.
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"Which pre-reading activities have you used most successfully?”
Table 11
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Question 9. Which pre-readinq activities do vou think vour students
like?
Types of pre-reading activities n=79 %
Discussion of real-life experiences 51 64.55
Making predictions 45 56.96
Pre-teaching vocabulary 39 49.36
Class discussions or debates 38 48.10
Use of pictures graphs, and other 
illustrations
34 43.03
Asking question 21 26.58
Use of videos or movies 12 15.18
Providing cultural background information 12 15.18
Demonstrations or role plays 9 11.39
Prior reading 2 2.52
Use of field trips 2 2.52
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction
As the review of the literature in Chapter Two suggests, the main 
purpose of pre-reading activities is to activate and build background 
knowledge and motivate students in order to improve reading comprehension 
of the text. The aim of this study was to examine types of pre-reading 
activities in EFL/ESL reading textbooks and teacher's attitudes toward pre- 
reading activities. As it is the reading teacher's duty to prepare 
students for comprehension of the text before reading it, so the teachers' 
attitudes were important. It seems that the instruction that a teachers 
provide and textbooks present before students read is more important than 
what textbooks give and what the teacher does afterward.
The analysis of textbooks revealed the following types and forms of 
pre-reading activities:
a) Use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations (presented in 10
textbooks)
b) Making predictions (presented in 8 textbooks)
c) Preteaching vocabulary (presented in 8 textbooks)
d) Asking questions (presented in 7 textbooks)
e) Class discussions (presented in 6 textbooks)
These activities are the most frequent pre-reading activities in 
these fifteen EFL/ESL textbooks. The following pre-reading activities are 
most frequently presented in textbooks at the levels indicated: asking
questions in the elementary level; use of pictures, graphs, and other 
illustrations in the intermediate level and making predictions in the 
advanced level.
Pre-reading activities in the textbooks are often combined. A 
particular pre-reading activity may be used for several different purposes 
or functions. For example: an illustration may be used to create inter­
est, or to activate or build background knowledge, (see Appendix A). The 
researcher has identified types and forms of pre-reading activities above, 
and any of these forms can be used for the purpose of motivating readers 
and activating and building background knowledge to improve comprehension.
In some cases the content of pre-reading activities is closely tied
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to the content of the reading text; in other cases, the content of pre- 
reading activities is generally related to the topic of the reading text.
The analysis of the questionnaire given to 79 EFL teachers to 
determine their attitudes toward pre-reading activities revealed the 
following findings:
1. Almost all the teachers (92.39%) always or frequently use pre-reading 
activities.
2. 92.27% of the teachers use textbooks including pre-reading activities.
3. All the teachers responded that pre-reading activities are very impor 
tant.
4. 100% of the teachers indicated a positive attitude toward pre-reading 
activities.
5. Almost all the activities listed in the questionnaire are used by the 
teachers.
6. Discussion of real-life experience (73.41%), making predictions 
(67.08%), preteaching vocabulary (64.55%) and asking questions (64.55%) 
were rated highly as being used most successfully by teachers.
7. Some pre-reading activities received less positive rating (use of field 
trips, videos or movies, prior reading and demonstration or role plays).
8. In teachers’ opinion, the pre-reading activities students like more are 
discussion of real-life experiences (64.55%) and making predictions 
(56.96%).
9. Those factors that prevent teachers from using certain pre-reading
activities are: difficulty in organizing pre-reading activities and
fitting them into the schedule, lack of equipment, doubts about useful 
ness or appropriateness of these activities as pre-reading activities, 
and lack of awareness of these activities as pre-reading activities.
Assessment of the Study
The results of the analyses of the textbooks and the questionnaire of 
the study may have been affected by several factors. The number of the 
EFL/ESL reading textbooks examined (fifteen textbooks) was small, and only 
textbooks which contained pre-reading activities were included in the 
analysis. That is, the types and number of pre-reading activities found 
are not necessarily representative of all EFL reading textbooks. Some
textbooks contain no pre-reading activities, and those that do may include 
a greater or smaller number of variety of pre-reading activities than those 
presented here.
The EFL teachers surveyed and their attitudes toward pre-reading 
activities may not be representative of all EFL teachers. All of the 
teachers teach at the same institution, and many use the same textbooks, 
which influence their use of and attitudes toward pre-reading activities. 
Also, in-service teacher training at their institution may or may not 
emphasize the use of pre-reading activities. Finally the constraints of 
their use of pre-reading activities (lack of video equipment, for example, 
or insufficient time in their class schedules) will also be similar because 
they teach in the same educational institution.
Suggestions for Future Research
Several suggestions can be made for future research.
First, the same study could be carried out with a greater number of 
textbooks and subjects. Different results might be obtained when more EFL 
reading textbooks and more EFL teachers from different educational institu­
tions are surveyed.
Second, pre-reading activities are only one aspect of reading 
instruction. Instructional materials can be studied to determine activi­
ties created for during reading and post-reading as well.
Third, this study has focused on only pre-reading activities. 
Activities designed to motivate students, and to activate and build 
background knowledge for listening, speaking and writing can be investigat­
ed also. Activities developed for one skill area might be applied to other 
skills as well.
Fourth, one specific finding from this study might be investigated 
further. When asked why they had not yet used specific pre-reading 
activities, some teachers indicated that those activities she or he had not 
used were too unrelated to reading. The question is, then why are some 
activities viewed in teachers’ eyes as more closely related to reading 
than others? In other words, what kinds of conceptual constraints might 
prevent teachers from using certain pre-reading activities?
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Appendix A
Sample of Pre-reading Activities
'■· 'v.'i
''V
4 Л royal life
Task 1
How much do you know about Princess Diana? Do you think these 
statements are true or false?
'I'KiJi·: I-ALSE
1 □ □ Diana likes to drive* her own car.
2 □ r:i She has never had a job.
3 □ □ Slu* now lives in Ihu'kini^ham Palace.
4 □ □ She has two daughters.
Task 2
Read the text below about Princess Diana. 'I'lien do tlu' task below.
iM'oin the moment the world set eyes on Diana, sbe lias bc‘en 
the focus of international attention. Her beauty, her aristocratic 
background and her role as the futun' (^leen of lin^land have 
perhaps ^dven the Royal Iminily a new dimension.
Her father has desci ibed her as ‘the ^^ iii who has (‘\'erythini(’. 
Yet, in hecomiiiK one of the most j r^ivilei^ed peoi)le in llu* world, 
Diana K?ive up many everyday ri.e^ hts. Althoui^h legally sIk‘ can 
still vote, she piohahly never will a.t^ ain. In i)uhlic slic' ('annot 
ex|)ress her real feeliniis and her i)i*ivate life is often interruj)ted 
by the j)ress. In other words, she has very little ‘freedom’.
1'he Princess’s en^^a.^ements are de('idc'd six months in 
advance. A day’s i)roi^iamme can he^in at ()!)..'k)am aiul finish at 
3pm. Sometimes she ^oes with Prince Chaik'S, sometimes 
alone. When she sits down at her desk she may well find 
hundrcnls of reijiiests for auto.^n'aj)hed jiictures or r(‘(|uests to 
have hosi)itals named after her. 'I'lu' i)opulai ity of the k’oyals is 
iiK'reased by the fact that they are sc'en to he l)usy, hut ('ouldn’t 
this he a case of‘i)ulliii|i the Royal wool over oui' (\v('s’?
Which |)а1гЦ,м*а|)11 tells us about:
1 i .J d'he disadvanta^ e^s of heiiiK l)rinoess?
2 LJ Diana’s attraction.^
3 L ] Diana's work?
Task 3
1 Does the text ^ive a completely j)ositive picture of tlu' Royal 
leimily?
2 VVhi('h siMileiuH' is a lillk' critical?
3 What is tlu* wi itiU' ti yin^ ,^  to su^^ost with tlu* ('xju c's aon ‘jiullin  ^
the Royal wool over oui' eyes’?
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Sample 2
Activity 7.3
In this activity, you liavc to complete various exercises, usiiij; the same text. 
A  Predicting;
Read the title and look at the picture. What do you think the [mssage will l^ e 
about? Discuss with your partne;* and your teacher.
B vSk im m ii i j ;
Read the passage and put the pictures which follow in the order in which 
they occur in the story (not the order in which the writer mentions them). 
Write the number of each picture in its box.
It was 11.30 at night, and we had just come bjek 
from the pub. I was staying in a youth hostel in 
Ireland with some friends. It was in an old castle 
about 20 miles from the nearest town. We were 
5 the only guests that night, d'he warden of the 
hostel was an old man of about 75 who liad a 
funny eye and false teeth.
We went to bed immediately -  we were exhausted 
after a long day’s walking. Rut at about 3 in the 
10 morning I woke up and heard the most extraordi­
nary sound ~ I heard a choir singing! At first I 
thought it must be a record player, but then I
realised it was coming from the trees outside my 
window. 1 got up, opened the window, and the 
15 sound got louder. 1 couldn’t believe it, so I went 
over to my friend Prank’s bed, and woke him uj'». 
He could hear the choir too, so I wasn’t just 
imagining it.
In the morning, I asked the old man if he had 
20 lieard the singing during the nigjit. Me looked 
angry and a bit puzzled. ^There’s no choir here! 
They’re dead long ago!’ he shouted. Rut he re­
fused to say any more, and I never found out 
what it had been.
C  Pronouns
What do these pronouns in the story refer to?
it (line 3) 
we (line 4) 
it (line 12) 
him (line 16) 
he (line 20) 
they (line 22) 
it (line 24)
the youth hostel
Sample 3
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Look at tho picture 
and discuss
WliMi hм'^  jusi Iijipponcd 
licrc'.’
WliMi \v(Mil(l \ (Ml sny ir 
\oil w CM C I he ni;in ?
1 l:i^ ;ni\ ihiiu? like (his 
ever h:ip)XMie(l In \on? 
De^ei i Ih· il.
Pro-cpieslions for 
the text
I )esc ribe some оГ 1 he 
‘ imliiekv' (hinu'> ih.'il 
have hapjKMicd l(^  (lie 
man beldre.
Pxplain how ihc aeeidcnl 
show n in llie pieliirc 
happened.
Dc'iiis had alw ays bcc'ii imlnc k\ w iih wonu'n. Once. Гог example, he look one in Ins 
ear Гог a driv e. 11 bi i^ke dow n on a desiM lc'd e o i in lr \  road and lhe\ had lo w  alk Idr 
miles in (he po iir inp rain \o pel lo Ihc nearcs! village. A n o lh e r  linu' he locds a I’ ii I lo a 
da nee. Hu I she had no I I (del him aboul I km' jealous box I'l lend, who |мте1)'ч1 I )(Miis in 
(he nose w hen he saw him w ilh her (here. Slill anolher lime, he wenl on a pienie w iih 
anolher aii I. I hex w ere allacked by a sw arm o(' bees. I le w as sum.ii all (пч'г and so 
was slie.
Denis had li isexecm a L’ i i l named M arx, who worked in (he same lai pi* oHiee. l ie  
was Irx inp lo pel up enouph eoiii ape Ic^  invile her lo a musical. One dax he saw' her 
siandin·' in llu' stdl' serx ics' cpieue in ihe (. (ппрапу eanleen and manaped lo slip in jusl 
Ih Ii i i u I Ik i . l ie  decided lo ask her ihen and ihere, bul s(miehoxv he jusl could nol 
Ihink оГ Ihe l ip li l words. .She xx'as xxearinp a new xvhile chess and he eoni|dimenled 
hei on il.
As lai' as Marx xx as cMmeeiiied. Iheie xx eie I’cmr I vpes о Г men : ihose slu' ecmld nol 
sland. Ihose she remnd dull and xxas indiHeienl lo. ihose she xxas ralhei’ brnd оГ. and 
las| ol all lln^se she l eallx liked. Denis xx as in Ihe second eaU'pm x . I le sliii ha ed a lexx’ 
limes and linallx· asked her I о ihe miisieid. She pedileix bul lirndx I urned him down, 
l ie  Iried apain lo ix'isuade her bul il was no use. Thex weie siill in ilu seU-serxiee 
cjiieue.
I )enis siaied plumlx al Ihe ihiek. biocx n. sleaminp soup in a bow l on his n ax . Ч )li. 
well. A l leasi il 'I  clond po o ii l w ilh her, m dh inpcan  po wronp.' he Ihouphi When she 
xxenl lo a I able, he ГоПохх ed her. She sal dow n and he w as jusl aboul I о cl·» so himsell ’ 
w hen someone behind him called oul his name. I le sw imp around xx ilh ihe I rax si ill 
in his hand. Suddeudx he I'ell ihe hoi. sliekx soup dl ipjnup охчм his hand I he' sudden 
mol ion had made I lie soup spill o x e i. Ihen. w ilh a sink i up lec'linp in h i ‘> lomaeh. he 
saxx Ihal ihe soup had also spill on M ai \ 's  chess and lhal ihere were dai к siaiiis all 
oxc'i il She w as siai im> al Ihem anei i lx .
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Sample 4
Odds Against
A Reading comprehension
Study the following 
words and phrases before, 
you read the text.
Tcliiphoning for the local taxi . , is another way of.saying ‘Г tek'phoned for 
the local (axi . .
tackled the problem dealt with the |)rohlem 
we sorted out we found, we decided on
crumpets you eat toasled crumpets hot, with butter, at teatime
. . . who began sharpening her claws she began to attack him by making nasty
remarks
Read, the text quickly and. find the answers to these questions:
1 What was the physical handicap suilored by the man telling the story?
2 Who |)ut the film into the camera?
3 Do you think Mrs van Dysart and the man telling the story lik(;d one another?
Odds Against
T e le p h o n in g  for  th e  loca l tax i to c o m e  a n d  fe tch  m e , I w e n t  to O x fo r d  an d  
b o u g h t  a ca m e r a .  A l t h o u g h  it w a s  the  s ta r t  o f  a b u s y  S a t u r d a y  a f t e r n o o n ,  
th e  b o y  w h o  s e rv e d  m e  ta ck le d  th e  p r o b le m  o f  a o n e -h a n d e d  p h o t o g r a p h e r  
w ith  e n th u s ia s m  a n d  as i f  he  h a d  all th e  t im e  in the  w o r ld .  B e tw e e n  us w e  
sor ted  o u t  a m in ia tu r e  G e r m a n  s ix te e n  m i l l im e t r e  c a m e r a ,  thre<' in c h e s  lo n g  
b y  o n e  a n d  a h a l f  w id e ,  w h ic h  I c o u ld  h o ld ,  set , sn a p ,  a n d  w in d  w ith  o n e  h a n d  
w ith  the  g r e a te s t  o f  ease .
H e  g a v e  m e  a th o r o u g h  lesson  in h o w  to w o r k  it, a d d e d  an  inch  to i ls  len gth  
in the  s h a p e  o f  a s c r e w e d -o n  p h o to -e le c t r i c  l ig h t  m e te r ,  l o a d e d  it w ith  film, 
an d  slid it in to  a b la ck  ca se  so sm a l l  th a t  it m a d e  no b u lg e  in m y  t ro u se r  
p ock et . H e  a lso  oiTered to c h a n g e  th e  fi lm  la te r  i f  1 c o u ld n ’ t m a n a g e  it. W e  
p a rte d  on  th e  b e s t  o f  te rm s.
W h e n  I g o t  b a c k  e v e r y o n e  w a s  s i t t in g  r o u n d  a c o s y  fire in th e  d r a w in g - r o o m  
e a t in g  c r u m p e ts .  V e r y  ta n ta l iz in g .  I lo v e d  c r u m p e ts .
N o  o n e  to o k  m u c h  n o t ice  w h e n  I w e n t  in a n d  sa t  d o w n  on  th e  fr in g e  o f  the 
c irc le  e x c e p t  M rs  van  D y sa rt ,  w h o  b e g a n  s h a r p e n in g  h e r  c la w s . S h e  g o t  in a 
co u p le  o f  q u ick  d ig s  a b o u t  y o u n g  m e n  m a r r y in g  gil ls for  th e ir  m o n e y ,  and  
C h a r le s  d id n ’t s a y  th a t  I h a d n ’t. V io la  lo o k e d  a t  m e  s e a r c h in g ly ,  w o r r y  o p e n ­
in g  h e r  m o u th .  I w in k e d ,  an d  sh e  s h u t  it a g a in  in r e l i e f
F ro m  Odds Against b y  D ick  F ra n c is .
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Previewing using illuslrntions
As well ns the kinds of text considered so far, illustrations can provide an indi­
cation as to the content of a book or article.
What do you think the text is about that accompanies this photograph? 
Suggest a title.
What kind of text do you think it is? 
a literary
b scientific 
c romantic 
d factual Adri:|t Dv London/
The Vietnamese who have been 
settled in Britain have been sub­
jected to a combination of problems 
which have made life difficult for 
Uiem. Corning from a homeland 
which has suffered for decades from 
war and speaking little or no Fnglish, 
they have arrived in a couiitry where 
there is virtually no eslal)lish(Kl Viet 
nari'iese community to wliich they 
could turn for supfKwl
Britain’s last two groups of refu­
gees were the Hungarians in 1956 
and the Ugandan Asians in the early 
70's. Both of these were helped by 
existing communities of their own 
kind, who could help with housing, 
employment and social pressures. 
The Vietnamese have no one except 
the refugee agencies, as they are r'lot 
accepted by the existing Chinese 
community in Britain who are mostly 
from Singapore and I long Kong.
The British Council for Aid to Refu­
gees (BCAR), I'kTugee Action arid 
tlie Ockenden Vr;nture are all trying to
help the “ boat people". BCAR has 
the main responsibility, bgl tfie I tome 
Office plan to scale down their 
financing in the hope the local auth­
orities will take increasing responsi­
bility for ttie refugees. “ Since the 
cutbacks in financing we are so short 
staffed we can only deal with crises," 
clairTis vJanr) TIiorTias of BCAfT “ Ihe 
refugees have mostly settled in inner 
city areas whore the flats are hard to 
got. Many of tliem are from rural areas 
in Vietnam and Ifiey encJ up in areas 
like Lewisham, Southwark, or Tower 
Llamlets. It is very hard for thorn to 
adapt, many of them are finding it 
very hard to learn English, lliey are 
not used to formal education and thus 
they are finding work hard to come 
by." she said.
For most of the refugees, tfieir 
inability to learn English and sub­
sequent ui'iomployment kr)cf)s them 
isolated and dependent. The areas 
they tiave been plonked in have few 
jobs availal)le anyway.
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Sample 6
N D I A \  r W  r-^
' V ir  '“i
5 Life in Bhutan
I 'a sk  1
What do you know about Bluilan?
I '^orn its i)osilion on (liis map ('an you ^^uclss:
• liow tl)c p(^oi)le liv(^ ?
• wliat the countryside is like?
• what the politic'al system mi^ h^t h('?
• what the tourist industry is like?
T a sk  2
Look at the j)i('ture of these Bhutanc'sc' men.
• What are they doiim?
• Describe their clothes.
• I )escril)e their api)earance.
Read the text slowlv.
Accordin^i to th(‘ World Bank the Kiii^^dom of Bhutan is the 
second poorest ('ountry in the world, hut thei(' is no 
unemployment, no l)eiitdn.u and almost no crime.
ji^me vSin^ Vi' Wan^c'luu'k, the ‘Dra.^on Kint{’, is the world’s 
youngest hei ('ditary ruler, hut he says that the country is more 
democratic than any other in the re. i^on. He travels round 
Bhutan, showinii himself to the peoi)k' and listening to tluur 
oj)inions. Although this is a very old country the monarchy is 
Cjuite new; until this ('entury it was a theocracy run by Buddhist 
j)iiests. 'riuM(' is still a vei y stroiii^ * relij i^ous h'clin^and there 
are 1,200 monasteries in a nation of only 1 million peoi)le.
I>hiitan allows only 2,000 tourists a year, but no multinational 
compani('s (naai thoiipji it is vcm v short of ('aj)ital. It takes no lu'lj) 
from th(‘ U.S. A. or Russia. vStudents who ^^ o abroad to study 
must spend (i months w Iumi 1 lu‘v rc'turn in r('ini)te villa)^ e^s to 
'r('ilis('()ver tlH'ir roots’ bc'fore L{oin;H^ «'H'k into Bhutanese scu'ic'ly.
Althou.uh iIk' peo|)le are })oor tluyv are content. The 
atmos|)herf' is relaxc'd and traditions hav(' hardly ('hanii(‘d since 
th(' Middk' A,(B‘s. Arcluu y is tiu' country’s major sport and folk 
dances aii' t h e  main fojins of (’nti'i'tainnuMit.
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Sample 7
10
Section 3 An Englishman's I lorne
Not a// ppoplv live in lumsps or fh}(s. Ih c  iollnw infi <]io
nhnul wli<it it is like to live in a castle and in a tent.
What do you (hinl<f
1 (U'iore you rcMcl (he lexl aboiil living in a (msihg make a lisl 
of [he ihings you would like to know ahoul (he place <incl llu' 
people who liv(> iii il. An exaniple is given; con(inu(' (lu' lis(.
iVoulcin't it be /erij entd ^
The text comes from a w eekly m ana/ini^
2 .^can i( (o see if your c(ues(ions are answercxl. ( l ime linii(: 3 
minutes)
How Would You Like ToLiv0 InA Castle
Military historian and MP 
Alan Clark, tells Belinda 
Black al:)out his Kent home
Ihinscd to visiting castles and 
somewhat awed hy the snper- 
striictnrc -  the Iront ‘door,’ 
C(M]iplctc with . . .(a). . . is 
Hanked by two lofty lowers - I 
was immediately put at ease by 
its owner. Alan Clark, Гогу 
MI^ for Plymouth Siillon and 
son of Lord ( ’lark is witty, 
irreverent and immensely like­
able, throwing open his home 
with gav aliaiulon.
It took nearly an hour to do a 
tour of ins[)eetion, frmn the
15 Cheat Li l)rary, to all around 
the grounds and the hoirse. 
’I 'here is a secret garden and a 
ritined Kn igh t ’s I lall, a torture  
chamluM· and a tiny museum, 
20 all (juite separate Irorn the 
eastle proper . Atrd lo ts o f  e.xils 
and entrances -- it woirld be 
very easy to get lost.
‘ W e’ve one hitmhed atui 
25 twenty acres of land all to ld . ’ 
Alan explained, ‘ including six 
acres of lawn, four o f  which are 
enclosed l)y . . .(b). . . and
30
35
. . .(('). . . Mowing the grass is 
enough exercise to give one a 
heart attack. My wife wears a 
pedometer, and reckons we 
average eight rnih's a day with­
out leaving the castle walls. Not 
that there is the ineeriti\e to go 
out. It is so romantic and beaut i- 
lul, with views for miles and 
a sense of total jH’aee. I leel 
revitalised jusi being, here, 
0^ especially when we've been 
awav. 'S'ou feel very secure in a 
medieval . . .(d). . .
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I İU· i'Msllc is o \ l  I Moi (liii.ii ily 
sli4 ‘pc(l in his ln iy. will ·  ;i long 
Mild spcclMcnİMi p c d ig io c .  
O llu ' i  (liMii VVMiwick ( ;is(lc, 
llu' ('İMiks reckon il is iho 
besl-kepl [n ivMİcIy-niMİnİMİnctl 
mcdiovMİ build ing in HıilMİn, 
ihongli  ils origins go Ьмек much 
I III I her.
Л loi lil icMlion wMs lirsi known  
on die sile in the уемг dXS. 
when Romney M misIi wms 
covered by sen. I he build ing,  
surrounded l>v loresls. stood 
high on M . . .(e). . . between 
two strcMms. r iie lower trees 
dipjied their biMiiehes in both 
scM Mild strcMiii, hence Ihe 
iiMiiie, SmI IwoocI.
Ih ior to I -ord ( 'h i r k , I Mtly 
C'onwMy owned .SMitwood. She 95 
employed м tcMiii ol 
lull time lor li l teen ycMis. mikI 
restoiMlion work is still going 
on. AİMI1 ( 'h irk  luis since re- 
llooded the . . .(g). . . In· the WO 
enliM iice gMle, where we 
photogiMphed .1мпе, A n d ie w  
Mild M tMiiie, hungiy, Miid \c ry  
mixed IcMthered mssoiI i i ien t, 
Iroiii  peMcocks mikI chickens, to W5 
ducks Mini white doves.
‘ I he ou tg o in g s  Ikmc  mic 
ипхремкмЬк·,' declMies the 
deboıiMİr MP, П(Я looking ms 
though it gels him ilown. i w  
‘ bven M boring bit ol wmII ImII- 
ing out CMii cost k2.0dd to 
resurrect, mikI it емп Ьмрреп 
while our bucks мге turned.
‘ We liMve cenliMİ hcMliiig. I>ul i i5  
IİK' windows don't lit. so the 
hcMt loss is enormous. Double  
gİM/ing, howcvei,  would look 
drcMdlul.
‘ riie lirst time you смте. we 120 
were without hot wmIci lor м 
week riie downstMirs boiler 
hud to be repİMced; i t ’s like м 
luniMCC out ol the M in n iin n ia .
As Mt Idon, one just gels used 125 
to physicMİ liMKİslıip.'
i f a » · ;  m . m
riıe ( ’İMi;ks, you смп set', luıve 
. . .(İl). . . with their home like 
Miiyone else. It luippens to be 
on M somewliMl huger scmIc. 
A nother thing I liked Mbout 
them - true m i İsIocimis, thev 
)cM\e N'ou to li i id out i IimI Ihev 
liMN'c Ihiee homes, м Ih't't ol 
cMis. xintMg.e Mild ol lu ' iw ise.  
Mild M \ ei у conilo i luble pri \ mIc 
income, p ie fe ir ing  to Miiiuse 
you Mt their own expense.
^ ’ou enter the CMstle through  
the niMssixe portMİs оГ tlie 
Keep, into м sione-wMİIed en­
li мисс liMİl. running the depth 
ol the building. It is iMtlier like 
M chuich. 'I'licre мге stMİned 
gİMss windows Mild ceilings with 
both . . .(i). . . Mild ( io lh ic  
diMpeiy; the tMpesiries. puiiit- 
ings, |iieces оГ sculpture look. 
Mild indeetl, no doubt мге, 
pi iceless.
.Imiic ('h'lrk. Msked to count up 
the number ol moms loi whieli 
she's responsible, Iim/ m k Is m 
minimum ol ПГ|у; thev include 
louiteen bedrooms Miid sexen 
bMlhrooms. NlMiried lor nine- 
t(‘en ycMis. she емп still be niis- 
tukeii (or M teeiiMger. e.xcept
when son .Imiiics towers мЬохе 
her!
Out ol M choice ol K'ception 
130 rooms, the İMiııily use the smimII 
libiMiv loi lorniMİ rMtheiings 
Mild. M brisk up Mild-down wulk 
MUM\·. tlieii de l i i 'h l lu l vMullc'd 
dinin i'  lo iu ii .  I Ic ic . Ml the buck 
135 ol the house, is the kitchen, 
lipe l(U modeмıi^^мlion. mikI m 
model n , İMiııib silling, roi>ni 
looking into the liim i ИмПеу. 
r iie (ircMl I ibiMiN is in the 
И0  giduiuls.
In summer the guldens uie 
open to Ihe public on Su iu Imv 
Mİternoons. Mild to oi)',Miiised 
putties during, the unek. Smvs 
U5  .İMiıe. ‘ We s(>melinies hu\e  
till ее hundred peoph' here on м 
weekend, uiid I both show 
them round uiid do the leus, 
which me Mils buk ing mounİMİns 
150 ol . . .(i). . . We MİI help to 
seive tlu'in on the lowei luwn. 
When people suy. ‘ Do \'ou 
know il MiiN'body Mctnully li\  r.\ 
h e re ? "  I suy. “ N’es. the 
155 ('İMI ks." Mut my x'oice gi\es me 
MWMN'I*
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Sample 8
EXPLORATORY TALK
Tlin following roacling soloolion is from a toxihook in culliirnl nn- 
Ihropology. It (losorihos, ox])lains, and oornparos child-roaring prac!ic(is 
in difforont kinds of socioties. Before you road Ihe selection, think 
about the quotation that introduces this chapter. Do you agree? Are 
some times of life more painful lhaii others? Explain. Whal, to you, is 
probably the best time of life? Why?
\VIki( vilnl 
confrilHiiions 
do (luiso 
у п п п , ц  pnoj)ln 
nuikn In l lw ir  
snrinfins?
READING SELECTION
Technical terms from the reading s(dection appear here as Ihey do 
in Ihe glossary of the text from which the selection is taken.
Anthropology The cornj)arative study of humankind.
Culture (general) The learned and shared kinds of behavior which 
make human adaptation possible.
Culture (particular) d’he way of life characteristic of a particular 
society.
Sociali/ation The learning process through which cultund traditions 
are [)ass(ul on from one generation to the next. Spricifically. thc' 
way individuals are taught social roles, moral vahuis, and ohedi 
ence to authority.
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LEARNING CULTURE
Пу Serena Nanda
Ciiitiiral Continuity and Discontinuity
I. Anthropologist Rutli Benedict characterized American culture as 
containing major discontinuities, that is, contradictions between what is ex­
pected of children and what Is expected of adults. The basic discontinuity 
between childhood and adulthood for Americans is that children do not take 
on responsibility until they become adults. Children In our culture are not 
expected to be responsible. They are expected to play, not work, and few have 
the opportunity to contribute In any meaningful way to tlie basic tasks of so( i- 
ety. A second major discontinuity Is that chilclren are required to be submissive 
to adult authority, but as adults they are expected to be dominant. This is 
especially true for males. Sons must obey their fathers, but as fathers they must 
dominate their sons. A third major discontinuity has to do with sex. As chil­
dren, Americans are not allowed to engage In sexual behavior. For many, just 
the mere idea of childhood sexuality is repellent. As adults, however, espe­
cially as men and women marry, sex is considered to be a normal, even уаккч! 
activity.
2. In great contrast to the discontinuities experienced by the individual 
learning to participate in American culture Is the continuity of socialization 
among many native American societies. The Cheyenne, a Plains tril)e, exhibit a 
great deal of continuity in their culture. According to F:.A. I loebel, the elhno|»- 
rapher of the Cheyenne, Cheyenne children are not treatc'd as a different 
order of people than are adults. They are regarded as smalku and not y(‘l fully 
competent adults, though, by American standards, their (ompetenry is quit(‘ 
astounding. Both boys and girls learn to rich' borses as soon as they can walk. 
By the time they are six little boys ride bareback and use the lasso. By eight 
boys help to herd the camp's horses. As soon as they can use them, boys get 
small but accurate bows and arrows. Little girls help their mothers gather wood 
and carry water.
3. In their play, Cheyenne children both imitate and participate in adult 
tasks. Until they reach twelve and are ready for real hunting the boys join th(' 
girls at "play camp," where the entire routine of camp life is dramatized: Girls 
"mother" the smallest children and boys carry out tbe roles of warrior and 
hunter, catching fish and bringing in birds and rabbits for food. They even 
mimic the rituals of self-torture practiced in the sacred religious ceremony, th(' 
Sun Dance.
4. Control of aggression is an important value among the Cheyenne, and 
aggression rarely occurs among adults. The needs of the group are paramount 
to (he needs of individuals; thus, Cheyenne learn control at an early age. In­
fants who cry are not physically punished, but if their apparent needs have 
been met, the habies will be removed from the camp and their baskets hung in 
the bushes till they stop crying. This is an early lesson that one cannot force his 
will on others by self-display. Aggression fori loss of emotional control does 
not bring reward for children or adults; it results in social isolation.
.'i. ('hey(*nne ( hildhood requirtis a gr(‘at deal of discipline, responsihlllty 
and competence, and these demands are consistent with the demands on 
adults. There is no discontinuity between Cheyenne childhood, adolescence' 
and adulthood, t he transition to adult status is very easy, being a continuum of 
what is learned in (hildhood. For a l)oy the rc'cognition of this status comes 
with his first participation as hunter and warrior, whic h occurs about the age of 
twelve. This is a real and lm[)ortant c'vent and his ac.hievemc'nt is public ly rc'- 
warcled by his parents' praise and a feast that Is given in his honor. I loebel 
stales, "CTieyenne youths have little reason to be rebels without cause. Thc'y 
slip easily into manhood, knowing their contributions are imnu'dlately wanted, 
valued and ostentatiously rewarded."
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Sample 9
The Amish People and the 
Pennsylvania Dutch Country
Pro-rondinfi Quostions
Look al ihc pictures. What do yon sec?
Do you think tiu' people in the pictures are living in the twentieth century? 
Why or why not ?
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The Amish People and (he Pennsylvania Dutch Country
In such a toe hnologically advanced country as the United States, who would 
believe there is a place where peofde choose to live without electricity, runnini^ , 
water, automobiles, and other modern conveniences? Who would believe there is 
a place where peofde still live and dress as they did almost three hundred years 
ago?
Among the Pennsylvania Dutch of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, there is 
a community of [people known as the Amish. The Amish people have been living 
in the same traditional way since their German ancestors first settled in the Unit(nl 
States In 1727.’ ihe Amish are members of a C hristian sect founded In 1603 by 
)acob Amman of Switzerland. )acob Amman believed that Christians should live 
plain and simple lives. He believed that Christians should not fill their lives with 
"worldly" things. Amman didn't think that (dirlstians should conform to the 
materialism, vanity, or complexity of the larger society.  ^ So the followers of |acob 
Amman have been avoiding the increasing modernizatiofi of life for the last two 
and a half centuries. They have been driving the same simple horse-drawn wag­
ons for over two hundred and fifty years. They hiW(MTl been using cars or o IIhm 
modern vehlc k's. They've been unwilling to us(» any mechanical appliances. 
They've been farming in the same way since they first settled in the United Stat(?s. 
I he Amish farmers have been using horses to wor k the land instead of tractors and 
other mechanical farm equipment. They've been building their own houses and 
furniture by hand without the aid of machinery.’
Many members of the P('nnsylvanla Dutch community have always been 
su[)erstitlous.'’ Th(»y'v(' been protec ting their honu^s, land, and animals with sp(*
( iai hex sign^  for centuries. They've been hanginf» these hex signs on their hous(*s 
and barns to keep away evil s|)irits'’ so their lives c an remain peaceful and simple.
Amish women like to dress very simply. Tluiy have never been Interested in 
fashionable clothing or cosmetics. ’^ They've been wearing the same very simple, 
long, dark firesses and l)onnets for almost three hundred years.  ^ The Amish men 
have been wearing the same simple, dark shirts and jackets, pants with suspen­
ders, broad-brimmed hats, and long beards for several hundred years.”
The men and women of the Amish country have a language of their own, 
too. They have been s[)eaking their Pennsylvania Dutch dialect for many, many 
years.” This dialer t has been c hanging, however. Over the years, more and more 
rnglish words have' berMi entering the language of the Pennsylvania Dutch. Now, 
thi'ir dialect is often a combifiatlon of Cierman grammatical structures and Lngllsh 
vocabulary.
Like all other cultures, the Pennsylvania Dutch community has its own 
special kind of cooking as well. A Pennsylvania Dutch term that many Americaiis 
know is shnofly pie. ’ ' Shoofly pie is one of the delicious desserts that the Pennsyl­
vania Dutch have be(Mi making for a couple of centuries. It's mark* with luolasses 
and sweet-dough ( rumbs, and Is a great favorite among tourists who visit Pennsyl­
vania Dutch country.’  ^ The food of this community is very hearty and deli­
cious. ’  ^ These people have been cooking tasty food in their simple wood-burning 
stoves for the last few hundred years.’'’ Other famous dishes are Pennsylvania 
Dutch dumplings, noodles, and apf)le butter.’ '’
In addition to making wonderful food, the Pennsylvania Dutch have been 
making their own hanriicrafts for years and years.'” They have been designing 
and sewing beautiful quilts and pillows since their settlement first began.
If you are in the United States, you can visit the Amish community in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. You can see the homes of the Amish people, buy their 
handicrafts In shops, and taste Pennsylvania Dutch cooking.’”
there are also communities of AfTilsh people in other parts of the United 
States. You can finrl them In Holmes County, Ohio, and Likhart 0)unty, 
Indiana.
In such a culturally diverse country as the United States, you can find all 
kinds of surprising places and people.^’
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Sample 10
Before You Read "The Family'
Ihc core rciulmj; in iliis clia|Her concerns the social and liistoi ical development 
of the family in the United States. Hefore you read “The Family,” follow these 
steps to help you better understand the reading and the chapter.
Anitcipafe Con(cn(
1. How much do you already know about the family? What facts do you know 
about family life in the United States? What opinions do you have?
2. Wliat events may have affected the development of the American family?
3. On the basis of your knowledge, what do you think the article will say 
about the development of the family in the United States?
Vocabulary from ConlexI
Use chics from the conlcxl lo delcrminc the approximate meanings of the 
italicized words below that yon will encounter in the reading.
1. Several members of his family had great influence on him, but his mother 
had the most profound effect on his life.
2. d'he coujdc's marriage ended in divorce because tlieir values differed; he 
was interested in acquiring a great deal of material wealth, and she wanted 
to lead a sim|der life.
3. 'I’lie couple experimented witli alierin  ^ the iradiiional family strticture; the 
husband stayed at home with the children, while the wife worked outside 
the home.
4. The advent of television has had a powerful influence on children because 
characters in television shows often advocate ideas and attitudes very differ­
ent from those held by parents and teachers.
5. A recent sinvey of attitudes about men and women showed that many 
people’s perception of women as the weaker sex is being altered; however, 
it has not yet been completely destroyed.
The Family: Mom, Dad, and 1.8 Kids —
The Development of (he Nuclear Family 
in the United Stales 
Miwreen Dezcll
In Ih i' lal(' T)7()'s, Ihesirh'nt Jimmy C in lc r  losponch'd lo public com (*rn 
IhnI Ihe Amorienn family slrucluro was (l(doriorating by cvslablisbing a 
special W hile  I louse ('on ference on fam ilies lo look al Armuic an family 
life.
Represenlalives allencling the co n fe ri'iu e  considered some of llu ' 
social, c iillu ra l and econom ic faclors tbal influence families, and com ­
missioned a survey lo a llem pi lo chdermine Americans' alliludes toward 
their family lives.
ih e  resulls o f t iu ' survey, a poll c o n d m le d  by Ihe ( ia i lup  O rgan i/a
lion qu('S(ionin|^ I.S92 r('pi(\s('nlnliv(.' iu lu ll Anu'ricans, s iiip ris f'd  many 
C'onieronce rrprosonlalives. Amndcans, the survey sho\A'(’(l, are quile  
happy w ith  (heir family lives. W hile nearly half (he people c|ueslione(İ 
said they Ihouf^hl family life had gollen worse in Ihe previous fifteen 
years, hO [)erren l c:onsidered (heir families Ihe most im |)orlanl lhin¡» in 
ihe ir lives. And 9 out o f 10 peof^le f|ueslioned said Iheir fafiiily lives were 
'V ery satisfying" or "m ostly  satisfying."
The information in the poll came as a surprise to many people' famil­
iar with other statistics and fac ts about American family life today. Ihe 
United Stales has. the highest divorce rate in the world; at present, at 
least one in three first marriages ends in divorce. Ihe l)irth rate has 
declined steadily since 1960 (with a slight increase predictc'd for the 
1980's). Over .SO percent of all married women with children work outside 
the home. Today, onjy one in four families living in the United State's 
consists of a working father, mother who stays at home, and children 
living at home —  the traditional family pattern.
Aîneric:ans today may considc'i* "fa m ily " one parent, a mothc'i and a 
stepfather, or a lover to whom  they are not married. Ihc ' divorce rate, 
availability of b irth  contro l, the economy and the Womc'iTs l.il)eration 
Movement have drastically altered Ihe fariiily structure. Liberalized a tti­
tude's toward the' family have' c'ncourag/'d gradual public accc'ptanc e of 
single-parent families, second marriag/'s, unm arried couple's living to ­
gether, and, ifi some circ les, he)mosexuality.
International observers raisc'd in culture's where exte't)de'd familie's 
are the norm and the "survival" of the family unit is rarely e|ues(ione'd 
often wonder how Americans have adjusted to the modern family unit. 
A loe)k at the evolution of the family shows that today's family evedved 
gradually, and as a result of social and cultural influences that liave 
shaped the United States.
American soc iai history shows that the de'velopment of the Amerie an 
family has followed patterns that differ from those In most soc ieties. The 
extended fariTily did not exist In America in colonial times. Colonial set­
tlers lived in family units that were similar to those of their Luropean 
relatives, with a mother, father and clilldren living iii one home as a 
"nuclear" unit. While relatives may have lived close l)y, the nuc:lear fam­
ily was an autonomous unit.
In the nlnetc'i'iith century, immigrants who came to the United States 
from Ireland and Lastern and Southern Lurope often settled in cities on 
Ihe Lastern seaboard in extended family units. But large numbers of 
immigrants and other Americans traveled West, to seek wealth and pros­
perity In the developing territoric's. Since cross-country travel and life in 
the West were difficult, setth'rs usually brought only tlu'ir Immediate' 
families with them when tiu'y U'ft the Last coast. Ciradually, immigrants 
to America be^an to adopt the nuch'ar family pattern.
Along witli the mobility encouraged by Western expansion, the ad­
vent of compulsory education had a strong influence on the develop­
ment of the family in the nineteenth century. Before laws were passed 
that required children to attend free |)ublic: schools, most children re­
ceived training in l)asic skills and moral and religious values from their 
parents and religious leaders. The establishment of the public schools 
|)ut responsibility for muc h of this training In the hands of teachers, and 
undermined the authority of parents and church leaders. Thus, c hildren 
became more independent of their families than they had been in the 
f)asl.
Mobility continued to influetice the family structure in the twc'ntieth 
century, and moving from place to place becaîTie a way of life for many 
people. Arneric:ans, more than most people, are willing to move to a new 
location in pursuit of a new job, more money, or a belter lifestyle. Be­
muse of this mobility, it is not unusual to find Ijrothers and sisters and 
parents and c hlldrt'ii living thousands of miles apart.
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Appendix B
The Teacher Questionnaire
Date
Dear EFL Teacher,
I would appreciate it if you would take 5 minutes to respond to the 
attached questionnaire. The questionnaire focuses on activities used to 
introduce or orient students to a reading text.
The identities of all participants will remain confidential.
The questionnaire is a part of a research study I'm conducting in the 
Bilkent MA TEFL program. If you have any questions about the study, you 
may contact
Nurgaisha Jecksembieyva (researcher) or
Dr. Ruth A. Yontz (advisor)
tel: 266-4390 (office) or 266-4775 (home)
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Nurgaisha Jecksembieyva 
MA TEFL Program
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Teacher Questionnaire
The purpose of the following questionnaire is to investigate 
teachers' use of and attitudes toward and use of pre-reading activities or 
exercises used to introduce or orient students to a text. The following 
are examples of possible pre-reading activities:
* introduction and discussion of vocabulary in the text 
*prior reading of related texts
^discussion of real-life experiences related to the text
*use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations related to the text
’^use of videos or movies related to the text
*field trips related to the text
*demonstrations or role plays related to the text
^asking questions related to the text
*class discussions or debates related to the text
^providing cultural background information necessary for understanding 
the text
^asking students to make predictions about the text based on the text's 
title
Please check ( ) all appropriate responses.
Part I. Pre-reading Activities
1. How often do you use pre-reading activities?
( ) always
( ) frequently
( ) sometimes
( ) rarely
( ) never
2. Do the textbooks that you use include pre-reading activities?
( ) yes
{ ) no
( ) sometimes
3. In your opinion, how important are pre-reading activities?
( ) very important
( ) fairly important
( ) important
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( ) not very important 
( ) not important at all
4. What is your attitude towards using pre-reading activities?
( ) very positive
( ) mostly positive
( ) indifferent 
( ) mostly negative 
( ) very negative
5. Which pre-reading activities have you used?
( ) pre-teaching vocabulary
( ) prior reading
( ) discussion of real-life experiences
( ) presenting pictures, graphs, and other illustrations
( ) use of videos or movies
( ) use of field trips
( ) demonstrations or role plays
( ) asking questions
( ) discussions or debates
( ) providing cultural background information
( ) making predictions
6. Mark any activities you have not tried.
( ) pre-teaching vocabulary
( ) prior reading
( ) discussion of real-life experiences
( ) use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations
( ) use of videos or movies
( ) use of field trips
( ) demonstrations or role plays
( ) asking questions
( ) class discussions or debates
( ) providing cultural background information
( ) making predictions
Explain why you have not tried these activities.
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7. Which pre-reading activities have you used most successfully?
( ) pre-teaching vocabulary
( ) prior reading
( ) discussion of real-life experiences
( ) use of pictures^ graphs, and other illustrations
( ) use of videos or movies
( ) use of field trips
( ) demonstrations or role plays
( ) asking questions
( ) class discussions or debates
( ) providing cultural background knowledge
( ) making predictions
8. Which pre-reading activities have you used least successfully?
( ) pre-teaching vocabulary
( ) prior reading
( ) discussion of real-life experiences
( ) use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations
( ) use of videos or movies
( ) use of field trips
( ) demonstrations or role plays
( ) asking questions
( ) class discussions or debates
( ) providing cultural background information
( ) making predictions
9. Which pre-reading activities do you think your students like?
( ) pre-teaching vocabulary
( ) prior reading
( ) discussion of real-life experiences
( ) use of pictures, graphs, and other illustrations
( ) use of videos or movies
( ) use of field trips
( ) demonstrations or role plays
( ) asking questions
( ) class discussions or debates
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( ) providing cultural background information
( ) making predictions
Part II. Personal Information
1. Gender:
Female ( )
Male ( )
2. Age:
20-30 ( )
30-40 ( )
more than 40( )
3. Nationality:
Turkish ( )
American ( )
British ( )
Other ( )
4. Years of teaching:
1-3 ( )
3-6 ( )
more than 6 ( )
5. Level(s) of class(es) taught:
beginning ( ) 
intermediate ( )
advanced ( )
Thank you for your participation and contributions.
